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Abstract

- The service areas for electric power substations can be estimated using a Cellular Automata (CA) model.
- The CA model is a discrete, iterative process whereby substations 'acquire' service area by claiming neighboring cells. The service area expands from a substation until a neighboring substation service area is met or the substation's total capacity or other constraints are reached.
- The CA-model output is dependent on the rule set that defines cell interactions. The rule set is based on a hierarchy of quantitative metrics that represent real-world factors such as land use and population density. Together, the metrics determine the rate of cell acquisition and the upper bound for service area size.
- Assessing the CA-model accuracy requires comparisons to actual service areas. These actual service areas can be extracted from distribution maps.
- Quantitative assessment of the CA-model accuracy can be accomplished by a number of methods. Some are as simple as finding the percentage of cells predicted correctly, while others assess a penalty based on the distance from an incorrectly predicted cell to its correct service area.
- This is an initial report of a work in progress.
Introduction / Background

The Infrastructure Assurance Analysis Project (IAAP) at Los Alamos National Laboratory evaluates vulnerabilities in the national electric-power infrastructure. The evaluation analyzes the cause-and-effect relationship between critical electrical components and loss of electric service.

Electric power in the United States is produced at centralized power plants and then delivered to a region through an interconnected transmission and distribution system. Electricity generated in power plants is transformed into very high voltages (66-765 kV) for long-distance transmission to reduce power losses due to line length [1]. Transmission lines terminate in substations, where the voltage is reduced to the distribution voltage. Substations form the hubs of radial electric-power distribution systems.

Data for substations are publicly available through annual Federal Energy Regulatory Commission filings. However, power companies are not obliged to provide more-detailed information. Absent from the filings are the substations' service areas; therefore, the geographic area served by each substation is unknown [2]. Knowing substation service areas is important for IAAP infrastructure analysis. A model able to estimate accurately substation service areas from publicly available information is needed.

This report describes the estimation of substations' service areas by a Cellular Automata model. The report describes the methodology, accuracy, and uncertainty of the method. Development of this method is a work in progress, and this report describes the status of this work at the time of the writing.
The Voronoi method uses weighted distances to estimate substation service areas.

A Cellular Automata model is a discrete, iterative process.

The state of each cell depends on its neighbors.

The Game of Life is the most easily understood CA model, and forms the foundation for the service-area estimator.

Methodology

One possibility for estimating substations' service areas is the Voronoi method of weighted distances [2]. This method is based on known substation load and distance from the substations. It produces a geometric partitioning of the area around substations.

![Figure 1. Voronoi Method](image)

The Voronoi method is limited in its ability to include terrain features and land use in the estimation of service territories. Also, it is a definitive predictive method, limited in ability to represent uncertainty. These limitations encouraged the development of alternative methods.

Another, more intuitive method for determining substations' service areas uses Cellular Automata (CA). A CA model is a discrete, iterative process where many objects of a system interact with each other. CA space consists of a discrete, regular lattice, and each cell in the CA lattice can have one of a finite number of states [3]. The state of each cell depends on the states of its immediate neighbors (adjacent cells) and the rule set that defines the cell interactions. The CA evolve in a succession of time steps, with each time step updating the entire lattice simultaneously.

The first, best known, and most easily understood CA model is the Game of Life, created by John Conway [4]. It uses a two-dimensional Boolean lattice, with each cell being either alive or dead. The rule set for the Game of Life determines when a cell is born, remains alive, or dies. The rule set is as follows:

- Any cell with three living neighbor cells remains alive or is born.
- Any living cell with two living neighbors remains alive.
- All other cells remain dead or die.

![Figure 2. Game of Life](image)
As the CA evolve, each substations' cells acquire the cells that surround them. The cells acquired become the substation's service area.

The rate, number, and type of cells that a substation acquires are all dependent on the CA rule set.

The rule-set metrics determine the rate of purchase and the total number of cells purchased by each substation.

Rate of purchase is a function of substation purchasing power and cell desirability.

Substations with more load acquire cells faster.

Land types (residential, commercial, industrial) affect cell desirability.

Solving for substation service areas applies the fundamental concepts of Conway's Game of Life. The service area CA divide a map into a discrete number of cells, each of which represent a service-area portion. Each substation is then placed in its geographic position. As the CA evolve, each substation acquires the cells that surround it, much like a growing organism in the Game of Life. The cells that each substation acquires constitute its service area.

The process of acquiring neighboring cells is most easily understood using money as an analogy. Acquisition of a cell means that it is 'purchased' by its neighbor. The cells at the edges of a substation service area purchase neighboring unowned cells. Cells that are contested by multiple substations become the boundary cells, with the boundary thickness corresponding to the level of uncertainty in the model.

The rate, number, and type of cells that a substation acquires are all dependent on the CA rule set. Therefore, the rule set determines the model output and resulting accuracy. The rule set uses several metrics; quantitative values that describe imprecise, real-world factors. The metrics ultimately determine the overall rate of purchase and the total number of cells purchased by each substation.

The rule set for service-area purchasing requires a number of metrics. Rate of purchase is a function of two factors, substation purchasing power and cell desirability. Purchasing power is the amount of money a cell can put down on its neighbor in one iteration. Substations with a higher total load have a higher purchasing power, and therefore grow at a faster rate.

The demands and characteristics that determine the cell desirability of the cells in the service area also affect the rate of purchase. Differing land types, such as commercial, residential, and agricultural zones, have significantly different electrical power revenues and expenses associated with them. For instance, industrial cells often only require a single distribution line into the cell, whereas residential cells need a complex network of wires and meters to provide electrical service. Maintenance and operation costs are therefore greater in residential areas. Prices charged per kilowatt hour also change depending on land type. The net result of differing expenses and revenue is unequal levels of profitability, and therefore of cell...
Roads have a high level of desirability because service areas expand faster along them.

Pre-CA smoothing for cell desirability accounts for unequally desirable neighboring cells.

Cells farther from the substation are less desirable due to maintenance costs and power losses.

Overall rate of purchase is determined by combining substation purchasing power and cell desirability.

An upper bound for substation service area size is needed because service areas cannot grow into infinity.

desirability. Cells with a higher desirability are purchased at a higher rate, and thus zoning affects this metric.

One interesting example is how roads are incorporated into the CA. In reality, many distribution lines travel along major roads. Therefore, along roads are where service areas expand faster. The CA model accounts for this by giving road cells a high level of desirability.

In another example, a challenge arises when parking lots (low desirability) surround shopping malls (high desirability). By its nature, the owned cells only look at neighboring cells when purchasing. Therefore, the parking lot is seen and ignored on its own merits, even though it neighbors the high-value shopping mall. One solution to this problem is to introduce a pre-CA smoothing of cell desirability. Each cell's desirability then includes its neighbors' desirability as well as its own. This makes intuitive sense, as owning the parking lot is desirable solely because it gives access to the mall it neighbors. Through several iterations, neighbors at some distance can affect a cell's desirability.

Cell type is only one factor that influences cell desirability. Another factor is cell distance from the substation. Cells farther from the substation are less desirable because of maintenance costs and power losses caused by distribution-line lengths. The distance from the substation metric incorporates the operating voltage of the substation. Voltage is a factor because higher operating voltages produce less line losses. Therefore, cell desirability is a function of both cell type and distance from the substation, and reflects profitability.

The overall rate of purchase is determined by combining substation purchasing power and cell desirability into a single metric.

An upper bound for the size of a substation service area cannot extend beyond the actual substation capacity [5]. By finding the average load per cell, the predicted load for the entire service area can be calculated. When the sum of cell

Figure 4. Factors for Rate-of-Purchase Metric

Another important rule for the service-area CA is ensuring an upper bound for the size of a substation service area. Service areas for substations cannot grow into infinity; the service area cannot extend beyond the actual substation capacity [5]. By finding the average load per cell, the predicted load for the entire service area can be calculated. When the sum of cell
Land type and population density affect the average load per cell.

Estimation of a cell's contribution to peak load depends on time of day and day of the week.

Loads is equal to the substation capacity, the substation service area stops growing.

Determining the average load per cell involves isolating contributing factors. Land type plays an important role [6]. Residential areas consume different amounts of power per unit area than industrial zones. Population density is also a factor. Loads in urban residential areas are higher per unit area than in suburban or rural areas.

The load that can be served by a substation is bounded by the substation capacity. In general, the peak load at the substation will be a fraction of this capacity. When using substations' peak load to limit the substations' service areas, it is important to estimate the average load per cell for the time of day and day of the week at which the peak load occurred.

![Figure 5. Factors for Service-Area-Size Upper Bound](chart)

**Accuracy Assessment**

**Actual Service-Area Construction**

Once the CA model estimates the substations' service areas, the accuracy of the model can be analyzed by comparing the prediction to an actual service-area map. This is challenging, for the absence of actual service-area maps is the reason for producing a service area model in the first place.

For the prototype under development, detailed electrical distribution maps for approximately 20% of the Denver metropolitan area provide a basis for the evaluation of the accuracy of the CA model. The method for determining service areas from these maps is imprecise at best and deserves further explanation.

The method for determining service areas from these maps is imprecise at best.

The accuracy of the model is analyzed by comparing the predicted results to an actual service area map.
Connecting open switches on a distribution map determines service area boundaries.

Some distribution groups originating from different substations are linked without any open switches.

The electrical distribution maps of the Denver metropolitan area consist of main distribution lines overlaid on a street map. These distribution lines are loosely color-coded by group and connected in a grid by open and closed switches, sectionalizers, and reclosers. The following legend aids interpretation.

![Diagram of distribution map legend]

The overlapping and interconnected nature of urban electrical distribution makes identifying service areas from these maps an imprecise process. It is important to note that only the distribution groups are shown – the maps do not delineate house-by-house service. ‘Polygoning’ determines service area boundaries; connecting open switches between distribution groups [7]. However, some distribution groups originating from different substations are linked without any open switches. This makes determining where one service area ends and another begins impossible.
Map borders hinder service area determination.

The distribution groups shown on the map also do not cover the entire area shown on the map. The boundary between distribution groups is determined by bisecting the distance between the groups, an assumption that may or may not be appropriate. This bisection using distance takes various forms. For example, an area bordered on three sides by one distribution group and on one side by another requires creative partitioning.

Furthermore, the maps are not contiguous. Therefore, it is impossible to determine whether distribution groups originating from the map border are from a substation on the map, or from one off the map.

Latitude and longitudes of known locations serve as georeference points.

After the service area boundaries are drawn by hand on black and white photocopies of the distribution maps, georeference points are added. Latitude and longitudes of known locations such as major intersections are then found using Street Atlas USA® 5.0. The digitizing surface is only 24 x 28 inches.
The result of the digitizing process is service area boundaries compiled in ArcView® shapefiles.

A variety of methods provides quantitative measures of the accuracy of the CA.

Percentage of service area correctly predicted is simple and intuitive.

Another method is assessing a penalty based on the cell's distance from the correct service area.

Model Vs. Actual Service Area Comparison

The next step is comparing the estimated service area boundaries found by the CA model to the 'actual' boundaries found by map analysis. A variety of methods provide quantitative measures of the accuracy of the CA. The overall goal is to maximize the accuracy of the CA model by optimizing the metrics within the CA rule set.

The simplest way to evaluate accuracy is by finding the percentage of service area correctly estimated. In this method, the estimated service area is compared to the actual service area and each cell is evaluated for correctness.

Another, more descriptive measure of accuracy incorporates the magnitude of the estimation error. When a cell is estimated incorrectly, a penalty is assessed based on the cell's distance from the correct service area.

Quantitative accuracy assessment is important because the CA rule set then can be adjusted to maximize accuracy. One possible method for implementing this feedback is to make the CA rule set a genetic algorithm, allowing the rule set to evolve to find the optimal solution.

Uncertainty

An advantage of the CA method over the Voronoi method is in the evaluation of uncertainties in the estimation of substations' service areas. Because the area being partitioned into service areas is first divided into individual cells, a likelihood of correct assignment of ownership can be evaluated for each cell. Consequently, the estimated service area for each substation can be further subdivided into a series of concentric rings of constant likelihood of service by that substation. This likelihood of service is useful in applying the CA result to the assessment of electrical service to a particular site where the substation serving that site is unknown beforehand.

In simplest application, the cells at the borders between the service areas of neighboring substations are "contested." That is, two or more substations in the CA model attempt to purchase these cells. There is then some uncertainty as to which of the candidate substations serves these cells. Similarly, there may be uncertainty of ownership of the cells that are adjacent to the border cells.
The CA model can estimate certainty of ownership of each cell.

The CA model is a powerful and potentially accurate tool for estimating substations' service areas. This report summarizes the status of this model as a tool – development of this CA model is very much a work in progress. Refining the rule set through comprehensive comparison with actual service areas is important. Only then can the usefulness and limitations of the CA model be assessed.

Conclusions

The Cellular Automata model is a powerful and potentially accurate tool for estimating substations' service areas. This report summarizes the status of this model as a tool – development of this CA model is very much a work in progress. Refining the rule set through comprehensive comparison with actual service areas is important. Only then can the usefulness and limitations of the CA model be assessed.
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